
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2017
Time: 20 Minutes                                 (Regular & Private)                               (Max Marks: 15)

SECTION ‘A’
(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
NOTE: (i) This section consists of 15 part questions and all are to be answered. Each question 
carries one mark. (jj) Do not copy down the part questions in your answer script. Write only the 
answer in full against the proper number of the question and its part. (jjj) The code number of 
your question paper is to be written in bold letters in beginning of the answerscript.
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) These are considered to be the largest coal mines in the world:
* Thai * Appalachian/
* Krakow * Pacific coastal
ii) The height of K-2 is approximately:
*  28251 feet * 21562 feet
*  18798 feet * 25323 feet
iii) The famous shandur pass connects:
* Chitral and Gilgit* Peshawar and Chitral
* Abbotabad and Gilgit * Kabul and Chitral
iv) The major export of western Europe is:
* Wool              * Dairy products
* Meat * Vegetables
v) Panama canal connects these two oceans:
* Atlantic & Pacific * Indian & Atlantic
* Pacific & Indian * Arctic & Atlantic
vi) The most primitive type of agriculture is:
* shifting cultivation * market gardening
* intensive cultivation * extensive cultivation
vii) This is one of the largest fresh water lake of Pakistan:
* Manchar * Kinjhar
* Kalri * Saifulmaluk
viii) Pakistan is the largest exporter of:
* Raw cotton * Cotton yarn/
* Wheat * Tea
ix) Thar coalfield was discovered in the year A.D:
*  1989     * 1991  * 1993 * 1995
x) Lumbering is this type of an economic activity:
* Primary * Secondary
* Tertiary * Quaternary
xi) Anthracite coal has a carbon content of:
*  55°/. * 85%/ * 45% * 75%
xii) Sugarcane provides this percentage of the world's sugar:
*           55%             * 35%        * 75%          * 65%
xiii) Pakistan is located in:
*         South Asia           * East Asia
*         Far East Asia       * the Middle East
xiv) This is the largest palm oil producing country of the world:



* Malaysia           * lndonesial
* India * Columbia
xv) The largest desert of the world is:
* Kalahari         * Gobi
* Thar* Sahara!

SECTION 'B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. ‘ (Marks : 20)
(i) “Cotton is a leading vegetable crop as well as Industrial crop." Discuss.
(ii) Write the favourable factors for rubber cultivation.
(iii) What is m‘eant by urbanization? Enlist the factors of urbanization
(iv) Write note on Alternative energy sources.
(v) Most of the fishing of the world is practised in North East of Asia. Give reasons.
(vi) Write note on Dairy Farming.
(vii) Describe the importance of e-Commerce.
(viii) What are the three main types of chemical fertilizers?
OR Write note on Solar energy.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions’ carry equal marks. (Marks : 16)
(i) Why is Karez system practised in Balochistan only?
(ii) What is Census? How is it Helpful in the development of a country?
(iii) What is the importance of forests in the national economy?
(iv) Why does Karachi have moderate climate?
OR What benefits does Karachi enjoy due to its location in terms of. trade?
(v) Name the barrages built on the river Indus.
(vi) State any four advantages of Motorways over National Highways.
(vii) Write note on any one of the following:
(a) Upper Indus plain
(b) Role of KPT in the trade of Pakistan

SECTION 'C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: 16)
(l) Discuss the role of Middle East in the production of mineral oil and name major exporting 
countries.
(ii) Give an account of the distribution of Iron and Steel industry in  the world. s
(iii) Describe the favorable geographical and economical factors necessary for the cultivation of 
rice in the world.
(iv) Write short notes on any two of the following:
(a) Mixed farming
(b) Major iron ore deposits in the world
(c) Fertilizers
(d) Economic Activities
5. Answer any One part questions. (Marks : 08)
(i) Name the physical features of Pakistan. Explain any two.
(ii) Describe railway stations and junctions. Write about the
international rail links of Pakistan.



COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2016
Time: 20 Minutes                                 (Regular & Private)                                   (Max Marks: 15)

SECTION ‘A’
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.QS.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) The activities related to production, consumption and exchange are known as:
* Agricultural     * industrial     * Political     * Commercial
ii) This is the largest Palm oil-producing country of the world:
* Malaysia          * Indonesia       * India          * Columbia
iii) From this seaport of Pakistan, raw material for Pakistan steel mill is supplied:
* Karachi           * Bin Qasim
*Gwadar           *Pasni
iv) PNSC stands for:
* Pakistan National Shifting Company
* Pakistan National Shipping Corporation
* Pakistan Navigational Shipping Company
* Pakistan Navigational Shipping Carrier
v) The height of ‘K-Z' is approximately:
* 28251       * 21562       * 18798    * 25323
vi) The climate of Pakistan is:
* Very hot         * Cold & dry
* Hot & dry       * Hot & humid
vii) It is the hottest place in Pakistan:
* Badin     * Khairpur    * Jacobabad    * Sukkar
viii) This province of Pakistan ranks first in Tobacco cultivation:
* Sindh                                        * Punjab
* Khyber Pakhotton Khwa          * Balochistan
ix) Lumbering is an economic activity of this type:
* Primary       * Secondary      * Tertiary        * Quaternary
x) The largest Tea-producing country of the world is:
* Sri Lanka    * Kenya       * India       * Bangladesh
xi) Rubber is the native plant of:
* South African          * Brazil       * Indonesia      * China
xii) Rice is the crop of this region:
* Tropical                * North America
* Monsoon Asia      * Central Asia
xiii) Manchester is famous for this industry:
* Iron            * Cotton Textile
* Fertilizer    * Woolen
xiv) Warsak Dam is situated  30km north west of:
* Kabul        * Peshawar       * Swat * Loralai
xv) This country has the monopoly of Cotton in the international market:
* Egypt         * U.S.A.          * China      * Pakistan



SECTION ‘B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry. Equal marks. (Marks: 20)
(i) Describe the importance of Commercial Geography for an industrialist.
(ii) Write a note on Alternative energy resources.
(iii) State the commercial use of Sugarcane.
(iv) Differentiate between Dry Port and Seaport.
(v) Describe the importance of cheap labour for Tea Cultivation.
(vi) Differentiate between Commercial farming and Intensive subsistence farming.
(vii) The major Fishing industries in the world are found in Cool and moderate climatic region. 
Give any one reason.
(viii) List the factors necessary for the localization of an Industry.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: 16)
(i) List any four advantages of Motorways over National Highways.
(ii) Give an account of the Climatic regions of Pakistan.
(iii) «Write note on any one of the following:
a) Canal irrigation System
b) Economic importance of Mineral Oil
(iv) Write about the main Rice-producing areas of Pakistan.
(v) State the agricultural problems of Pakistan.
(vi) Describe the various irrigation system practiced in Pakistan
(vii) Write note on any one of the following:
a) Natural gas fields of Pakistan.
b) Migration from rural to urban centers in Pakistan.

SECTION ‘C’
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4! Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equalmarks. (Marks: 16)
(i) Describe the favorable geographical andeconomic factorsnecessary for the cultivation of 
Wheat in world‘.
(ii) Give an account of the Cotton textile industry in the world.
(iii) What are the main causes that can produce high populationdensity.
(iv) Write notes on any TWO of the following:
a) Important of iron-ore deposits in the world
b) Economic Activities - c) Methods of taming
5. Answer any One part questions. (Marks: 08)
(i) Mention the problems faced by Pakistan due to ElectricityCrises.
(ii) Describe.“ Physical Regions of Pakistan and give an account ofthe limits Plain.
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Time: 20 Minutes                                 (Regular & Private)                                   (Max Marks: 15)

SECTION ‘A’
(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.QS.)

1.Choose the correct answer for each from the giving options:
i) Siachin glacier lie in:
* China         * Russia        * Pakistan      * Afghanistan
ii) Thermal power is produced by:
* Atom         * water      * coal       * wind
iii) Most of the sugar is obtained from:
* Grapes      * sugar can     * beatroots    * sweet potato
iv) OPEC is the organization of countries production:
* Rubber     * petroleum    * Rice           * wheat
v) The country of east Pakistan is:
* Iran           * Afghanistan     * China    * India
vi) Items made by hands are called:
* Hand Made             * Handy Craft
* Industrial goods     * Minerals 
vii) The economy of Pakistan mostly depends upon:
* Banking   * Agriculture    * Mining   * Industries
viii) The main cause of winter rainfall in Pakistan is:
* Monson wind             * westerlies
* Midetarian wind        * Siberians winds 
ix) In Pakistan most of the tobacco crop cultivated in:
* Sindh                                    * Punjab 
* Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa     * Balochistan
x) Rubber is planted here:
* Polar region     * Equatorial region
* Desert region   * Temperate region
xi) The largest mineral oil reserves in the world are located in:
* Iraq         * Saudi Arabia      * Kuwait      * Iran
xii) This mountain lies between Sindh and Baluchistan:
* Himalaya         * Koh-e-Safed     * Hindu Kush      * Kirthar
xiii) Khewra salt mine is located here:
* Sindh                                  * Puniab
* Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa    * Baluchistan
xiv) It is called the Manchester of Pakistan:
* Karachi     * Hyderabad     * Faisalabad      * Lahore
xv) The needs of Pakistan Steel Mills are met through the port of:
* Karachi      * Gawadar      * Bin Qasim      * Pasni

SECTION 'B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 20)
(i) Climatic influence is more marked on agriculture than industry. Comment.
(ii) The best Fishing grounds are developed at the meeting places of warm and cold ocean 
currents. Comment.



(iii) Write the types of Forests.
(iv) Write about Truck farming-
(v) Write note on Textile industry development in China 95 India.
(vi) Write about the Natural gas producing countries of the world.
(vii) Why are Prairies grasslands called the bread basket of the world?
(viii) Classify Economic activities.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: 16)
(i) Describe the means of Irrigation in Pakistan.
(ii) In which season does Pakistan receive most of its rainfall? Give reason.
(iii) Give reasons for the uneven distribution of Population in Pakistan.
(iv) Why is rice not grown in Baluchistan on a large scale?
(v) Karachi is the main trade Centre of Pakistan. Comment.
(vi) Write note on any one of the following:
(a) Makran Coast (b) Lower Indus Plain
(vii) Differentiate Barrage and Dam.

SECTION 'C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: 16)
(i) Highlight the distribution of Iron and Steel industry In Asia.
(ii) Why is Gold called precious metal? Describe the world distribution of gold.
(iii) Write the Physical and Economic factors necessary for the cultivation of cotton in world.
(iv) Give an account of three rice-producing countries in Monsoon Asia.
5. Answer any One part questions. (Marks: 08)
(i) What are the main sources of Electricity generation in Pakistan?
Give an account of Thermal power production in Pakistan.
(ii) Write about the main Sugarcane cultivation areas in Pakistan.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2014
Time: 20 Minutes                                          (Regular)                                          (Max Marks: 15)

SECTION ‘A’
(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) The famous Shandur pass connects:
* Chitral and Gilgit           * Peshawar and Chitral
* Abbotabad and Gilgit     * Kabul and Chitral
ii) The total population of this country is urban:
* France     * Singapore     * Germany     * Japan
iii) Demographically, the biggest city of the world is:
* Shanghai     * Tokyo    * Mumbai    * Washington
iv) Of the total world rice production, the share of Monsoon Asia is:
* 70%   * 85%  * 80%    * 90%
v) Cold desert vegetations are also called:
* Savannah      * Tundra      * Taiga      * Temperate
vi) This Doab is in between Jhelum and Chenab Rivers:
* Chaj         * Rachna      * bari      * Sind Sagar



vii) Humid Climate is suitable for this industry:
* Fertilizer     * Sports good       * Iron and Steel     * Textile
viii) This is the biggest chemical fertilizer producing country of the world:
* China          * Russia           * India          * USA
ix) This is the second largest cash crop of Pakistan:
* Sugarcane     * Tobacco      * Maize   * Rice 
x) This country is the inventor of Bio gas technology:
* USA      * Canada     * France      * China
xi) This is the largest iron and steel producing area in India:
* Durgapur        * Bhelai    * Jamshedpur   *Gujrat
xii) These forests of Pakistan are located in the India Delta:
* Alpine             * Coniferous       * Mangroves      * Riverine
xiii) This is not a dry port of Pakistan:
* Lahore     * Quetta     * Multan     * Bahawalpur
xiv) All the rivers of Punjab meet the river Indus at:
* Mithankot     * Panjand        * Thatta     *Guddu
xv) LPG stands for:
* Low price gas       * Liquefied petroleum gas  
* Least power gas    * Low petroleum gas

SECTION 'B’
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. (Marks: 20)
(i) Waite any two definitions of Commercial Geography.
(ii) "Tea cannot be cultivated in plain areas". Comment.
(iii) What is HDI? Write the range of it.
(iv) If the birth rate of a country is 3% and its death rate is 1%, calculate the doubling time for 
that country.
(v) What is a fertilizer? List the functions of three major fertilizer elements.
(vi) ‘South East Asia is famous for rice cultivation'. Comment.
(vii) What is Truck Farming?
OR Write a note on Industrial Park.
(viii) List the main iron ore reserves of North America.
OR Why is Dairy Farming considered highly capital intensive?
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 16)
(i) Why are the deltaic plains not suitable for agriculture?
(ii) "Cotton is the most important cash crop of Pakistan". Comment.
(iii) Are there any negative aspects of dams? Justify your answer.
(iv) Discuss the measures employed for improving occupational structure in Pakistan.
(v) Show any four of the following in the given map of Pakistan:
(a) Guddu Barrage (b) River Jhelum
(c) Mithankot (d) Mangla Dam
(e) Rachna Doab
(vi) Mention any four agricultural problems of Pakistan.
OR Mention the rail and road links of Pakistan to the neighboring countries.
(vii) Compare the M-Series and N-Series highways in pakistan.
OR Discuss the role of KPT in the management of Water transport in Pakistan.



SECTION ‘C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. (Marks: 16)
(i) Draw a Flow chart to show the classification of Natural environment and explain its physical 
factors.
(ii) Describe any four of the following:
(a) Temperature required for Wheat crop in early stages ofgrowth.
(b) Direct Method for rice field preparation.
(c) Commercial uses of Sugarcane
(d) Importance of Rainfall for rubber plantation
(e) World Trade of Tea
(f) Importance of cheap labour for cotton crop.
(iii) Write a note on the sub-divisions of Tertiary Activities.
(iv) Write about the important factors responsible for the Location of Manufacturing Industries.
5. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: O8)
91) Write a note on Upper Indus Plain. Draw sketches in support of your answer, where 
necessary.
ii) With the help of given graph, describe urbanization in Pakistan.

Urbanization Rate in Pakistan (1951~2012)
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SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.) 
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) Rubber is the native plant of:
* South Africa     * Brazil      * Indonesia     * China
ii) In Pakistan, the cause of Cyclones is the:
* River Indus          * Terbela Dam
* Arabian Sea         * Bay of Bengal
iii) This is a tunnel or narrow underground canal:
* Seasonal Canal     * Karez     * Charsa   * Sprin
iv) The capital of Indonesia is:
* Jakarta     * Kuala Lumpur       * Moscow    * Ankara
v) Malaysia lies in:
* South Asia      * South East Asia
* Central Asia    * West Asia
vi) Warsak Dam is situated 30 km north-west of:
* Kabul        * Peshawar     * Swat    * Loralai
vii) Lumbering is this type of economic activity:
* Primary     * Tertiary     * Secondary     * Quadrennial
viii) Appalachian coal mines are located in:
*  U.S.A.    * Russia         * China    * India
ix) Tarbela dam is built on the river:
* Indus      * Ravi     * Chenab    * Beas
x) The Rhine-river valley industrial region is located in:
* Antarctica    * Africa     * Australia    * Europe
xi) it leads the world in dairy farming:
* North Western Europe        * North Eastern Europe
* Northern Europe                 * Eastern Europe
xii) 90% of World population lives here
* Plateaus     * deserts     * plains     * coastal areas
xiii) The first motorway of Pakistan is:
* Lahore-Islamabad      * Lahore-Peshawar
* Karachi-Hyderbad     * Karachi-Gawadar
xiv) The largest cotton-producing country is:
* U.S.A.     * Egypt    * Pakistan   * China
xv) The first nuclear power plant of Pakistan at:
* Karachi        * Chashma   * Lahore   *Cliaghi

SECTION 'B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. (Marks: 20)
(i) Explain the term 'The Torrid Zone' and write the names of any two countries of this region.
(ii) Why Rubber is called an equatorial plant?
(iii) What do you mean by Edible oil? Name the main sources of edible oil.



(iv) China is major producer and importer of Iron Ore. Comment.
(v) Write note on Truck Farming.
(vi) Enlist of different factors used for establishment of industries.
(vii) State the importance of Hydro-electricity.
(viii) Give an account of Fishing in East Asia.
3. Answer any Four part questions. (Marks: 16)
(i) Write a note on the Geographical location of Pakistan.
(ii) Compare the features of the upper Indus plain with those of the lower Indus plain.
(iii) Name the important Highways of Pakistan.
(iv) Name the Cotton-producing areas in Pakistan and give their importance.
(v) Write any four positive aspects of Dams.
(vi) Why are there few major Roads and Railways in Baluchistan?
(vii) What is the Indus Basin Treaty?

SECTION 'C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 16)
(i) What are Commercial activities? Explain with examples.
(ii) Explain the Geographical conditions necessary for the production of rice in the world.
(iii) (a) State the conditions favorable for Sugarcane crop.
(b) Enlist the by-products of sugarcane.
(iv) Write notes on any One of the following:
(a) OPEC
(b) Importance of forests
(c) Natural Rubber
5. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 08)
(i) List the Physical features of Pakistan and explain any two.
(ii) (3) Describe the different methods of Irrigation in Pakistan.
(b) What are the problems of Canal irrigation in Pakistan? Suggest the means to resolve them.
(iii) Mention the problems faced by Karachi due to high density of Population.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2013
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Regular)                                            Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) Rubber is planted in:
* Mountainous region      * Polar region
* Temperate region          * Eguatorial region
ii) It is the biggest railway junction of Pakistan:
* Khanewal        * Khanpur      * Rohri    * Kotri
iii) The four main rivers of Punjab meet at: 
* Guddu it MithanKot     * Paninab      * Warsak
iv) Commercial grain farming is practised in the grasslands of:
* Frigid region          * Equatorial region
* Temperate region   * Tundra region
v) Winter rainfall in Pakistan is caused by:
* Tropical cyclones      * Monsoon



* Western depression   * Easterlies
vi) Demographically, the biggest city of the world is:
* Shanghai     * Mumbai
* Tokyo         * New York
vii) The total land area of all the continents is approximately this part of the world:
* 29%     * 25%     * 35%     * 32%
viii) There are twelve crossing points on the border of Pakistan and:
* Afghanistan        * China    * Iran     * India
ix) This is not a grassland:
* Canterbury        * Veldts     * Downs     * Greenland
x) They have developed the art of hunting to a high state of differentiation:
* Eskimos                  * Incas
* European hunters    * American Cowboys
xi) It is the largest Country by industrial output:
* USA    * Japan     * Germany     * China
xii) This country produces 99.5% of its power requirements through hydro electricity:
* Canada   * Norway    * Sweden   * Cuba
xiii) Monsoon forests are mainly found in:
* East Asia   * Europe    * Australia   * India
xiv) This Indian region is famous for tea plantation:
* Bengal                       * Maharashtra
* Hyderabad Deccan    * Assam
xv) This type of climate is required for sugarcane cultivation:
* Cold Dry             * Cold humid
* Hot Equatorial    * Humid Tropical

SECTION 'B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions.
(i) Explain the importance of Commercial Geography for an industrialist.
(ii) Define growth rate of population. How is it calculated?
(iii) Write a note on interrelation of Commercial Activities.
(iv) How does Intensive Commercial Agriculture differ from Extensive Grain Production?
(v) 'The Eskimo hunter are distinguished for special aptitudes and methods'. Comment.
(vi) 'Great Britain is the pioneer in textile manufacturing.“ Comment.
(vii) The total crop duration of spring wheat is lesser than winter wheat. Write two major reasons
in support of this statement.
(viii) Write a note on Solar energy technology and its types.
OR List the major Fishing grounds of the world and describe any one fishing ground of the 
U.S.A.
3. Answer any Four part questions.
(i) The monsoon and the western disturbances are two main factors which affect the climate of 
Pakistan'. Comment.
(ii) Describe Canal system on the right (west) bank of the Indus.
(iii) Why is Pakistan important in respect of its marine location?
(iv) 'Although contributing a lesser share in GDP, the primary sector plays an important role in 
Pakistan's economy.’ Comment.



(v) Write a note on any One of the following;
(a) The function of NHA (b) Makran Coastal Highway
(vi) Give any four Government-oriented solutions for agricultural problems in Pakistan.
(vii) What is a Pass? List any two passes and their connective areas.
OR 'Bongar soil is the best soil for agriculture in the country.‘

SECTION 'C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)"

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 16)
i) (a) Write a note on the history of world popuiation growth with special reference to ‘Three 
Revolutions'.
b) Draw a diagram in support of your answer.
ii) Describe any four of the following:
(a) Rubber plantation in South East Asia
(b) Wheat trade of the USA
(c) By products of rice crop
(d) Climate for tea cultivation
(e) Socio-economic factors for sugarcane cultivation
(f) Importance of irrigation for cotton crop
(iii) (a) Draw a chart to show the classification of commercial activities by level of activities.
(b) How do the specific and relative locations affect the choices of commercial activities in a 
region?
(iv) (a) Write a note on fossil fuels as non-renewable resources of energy. Also list the major 
world deposits of any one of these
(b) Explain any Two of the following:
Geothermal energy * Wind energy * Biofuels
5. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 08)
(i) Show the physical regions of Pakistan in the given outline map and write a note on the 
importance of the northern mountains.
(ii) (a) Write a note on the forest types of Pakistan.
(b) Show any four of them in the given outline map of Pakistan.
(c) Describe the commercial importance of forests in Pakistan.
OR Point out the reasons for downfall of railway in Pakistan. Suggest the steps to uplift railway 
services for passengers.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2013
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Private)                                              Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) The farming in which farmers grow only enough food to survive is called:
* Cultivation                 * Mechanized farming
* subsistence farming   * none of these
ii) Secondary activity includes:
* services           * production
 * raw material   * none of these
iii) Thermal power is produced by:
* atom     * water      * wind     * Coal



iv) Commercial Geography is a branch of:
* Human Geography         * Physical Geography
* Economic Geography     * Cultural Geography 
v) The world's largest mountain range is:
* Alps     * Himalya     * Karakaram    * Andes
vi) The longest river of Europe is:
* Danube     * Volga     * Rhine     * Thames
vii) The biggest tea producing country in the world is:
* India     * Kenya         * Sri Lanka      * China
viii) The major imports of UK. Are:
* Food stuffs and raw material        * Machine and rubber
* Wine and biscuits                          * iron and coal
ix) Alpine forests are found in this region:
* Peshawar, Kohat              * Rawalpini, Islamabad, Muree
* Abbotabad, Manshera      * Chitrall Der, Kohistan
x) The major export of New Zealand is:
* Wool     * Oil      * Motor Car     * Cigarette
xi) This region of China is called the rice bowl:
* Hwang ho     * Yantze Kiang       * Yunnan     * Sinkiang
xll) Colombo is the capital of:
* Japan      * Sri Lanka    * Thailand      * China
xiii) The large part of the world population inhabits in:
* lndonassia and Brazil         * USA and Canada
* Europe                                * lndla and China
xiv) This Dam is built on River Indus:
* Mangla     * Warsak      * Rawal    *Mela
xv) The types of basic economic activities are:
* 2    * 3     * 4   * 5

SECTION 'B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions.
(i) Differentiate between economic and commercial activities.
(ii) What do you mean by OPEC. Write the name of its members.
(iii) Write the density of population in different areas of the world.
(iv) What is the importance of iron ore?
(v) Name the cotton producing areas.
(vi) Name the coal regions in Asia.
(vii) Describe the influence of land forms and climate on economic’ activities.
(viii)‘Why the main fisheries of the world are located in the cool moderate temperature regions. 
Discuss.
3. Answer any Four part questions.
(i) Write the different modes of irrigation in Pakistan.
(ii) Give reasons of agricultural backwardness in Pakistan.
(iii) What are the importance of railway in Pakistan?
(iv) Give reasons for uneven distribution of population in Pakistan.
(v) Why Karachi records lower temperature in Summer and higher in winter in relation to 



Lahore. Give reasons.
(vi) What are the causes of the rapid growth of e-banking in' Pakistan.
(vii) Describe the distribution of coal fields in Pakistan.

SECTION 'C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)\

4. Answer any Two part questions.
(i) Give an account of iron and steel industry of the world.
(ii) What are the types of commercial activities? Explain with examples.
(iii) Name the factors of the localization of cotton textile industry. Where are these industries 
located?
(iv) Write short note on any two of the following:
(a) International trade of fish (b) Shifting of cultivation
(c) Distribution of iron ore ln world?
5. Answer any One part questions.
(i) Define the physical features of Pakistan.
(ii) List the types of Forest found in Pakistan and explain an
economic importance for the country.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2012
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Regular)                                            Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) Tea plantation is found in the hills of the following areas:
* Hot and dry         * Hot        * Dry     * Hot and humid
ii) The biggest industry of Pakistan is;
* Iron and Steel     * Cotton textile
* Sugar                  * Cement
iii) Coal stone (Mineral coal) was used for the first time in:
* Germany       * China         * India     * U.S.A.
iv) Truck farming is a type of:
* Shifting Cultivation      * Market Gardening
* Mixed Farming             * Mechanized Farming
v) Weber's model is about the location of:
* Grasslands      * Deserts       * Industries     * Cities 
vi) In Pakistan, most of the Electricity produced is from:
* Hyde power       * Nuclear energy
* Thermal power   * Solar energy
vii) North West Pakistan and Afghanistan is the native land of:
* Rice      * Sugarcane     * Cotton      * Wheat 
viii) Construction is an example of the following commercial activities:
* Tertiary       * Primary      * Secondary    * Quaternary
ix) Dogar Bank is famous for:
* Maximum Interest Rate     * Offering Commercial Loans
* Fishing Activity                 * None of these
x) About 80% of this power is produced in Europe and North America:



* Nuclear        * Hydroelectric    * Solar     * Thermal
xi) In the world, about one third of total fish is caught in:
* Nomi East Asia      * South Asia
* Polar Regions        * Mediterranean Region
xii) Cotton was cultivated for the first time in:
* Middle Eastern Countries      * lndo-Pak sub continent
* European Countries               * Far Eastern Countries
xiii) Linear plantation is a type of:
*Bela Forest           * Coastal Forest
* Irrigated Forest    * Natural Forest
xiv) Climate of Sri Lanka is:
* Hot and dry         * Very hot
* Hot and humid    * Cool and dry
xv) The Amazon basin is situated in this continent:
* Europe   * South America
* Africa    * North America

SECTION ‘B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 20)
(i) Write the basic function of a fertilizer.
(ii) What are the major difference between Economic activities and Commercial activities?
(iii) 'Farming is not practised in polar and desert regions'. Comment
(iv) Which region of the world is the front runner in rubber" production nowadays? Write three 
points in support of your answer.
(v) The sugar industry is located close to the sugarcane plantation because of several factors. List
any four factors for this.
(vi) State four points for the importance of the study of Commercial Geography for the 
commerce students.
(vii) Why are temperate grasslands the leader in wheat export? (Give any four reasons).
(viii) ‘USA and Canada are both importers and exporters of Iron Ore'. Comment.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal Marks. No answer should exceed 8 
- 10 lines. (Marks : 16)
(i) Lil's I a sketch to show the physical regions of Pakistan.
(ii) un of water and dams are the two ways to produce hydroelectricity'. Explain the statement.
(iii) Why is Quetta not suitable for cotton textile indutry? (Give any four reasons)
(iv) Write a note on Sugarcane growing regions of Pakistan.
(v) Write the names of four Barrages built on the left bank tributaries of River lndus.
(vi) ‘Karachi records lower temperature in summer, and higher in winter as Compared to Lahore 
Comment.
(vii) “Canal irrigation system causes loss of water and water logging  and salinity' Comment.



SECTION 'C'
(DETAILED - - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24- Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 16)
(i) Draw a chart to show the classification of commercial activities.
Give a comparative analysis of tertiary commercial activities in the developed and developing 
countries.
(ii) Give a detailed account on any two of the following petroleum producing regions.
(a) Sourth West Asia (b) American regions
(c) North Africa
(iii) What is population transition? With the help of a diagram, explain the different stages of 
population growth.
(iv) Write a note on the types of agriculture, and point out their major areas and crops.
5. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 08)
(i) Name eight main Highways and Motorways of Pakistan. Write four characteristics of 
Motorways.
(ii) List the types of Forests found in Pakistan and explain their environmental and economic 
importance for the country.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2012
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Private)                                              Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) in U.S.A., the approximate percentage of work force engaged in primary activities is:
* 3  * 10  * 20  * 25 
ii) This has 100% Urban population:
* France      * Germany     * Singapore   * Japan
iii) Monsoon forests are mainly found in:
* Russia     * Egypt    * Australia     * East Asia
iv) This percentage of the earth is covered by land:
* 20      * 30    * 50    * 60 
v) Construction is an example of the following commercial activities:
* Primary       * Secondary      * Tertiary    * Special
vi) On global level, population wise, Pakistan ranks:
* Fifth   * Sixth   * Seventh   * Eighth
vii) Cape Horn is in:
* Europe     * Asia   * South America   * North America
viii) The Great Lakes are in:
* Europe      * Asia      * Australia      * North America
ix) This is the basic food of fish:
* Grass      * Mud      * Plankton    * none of these
x) These countries have low birth rate:
* poor              * developed
* developing    * none of these
xi) The number of climatic regions in Pakistan is:
* Two       * Three     * Four     * Five



xii) The biggest barrage of Pakistan is:
* Taunsa barrage   * Jinnah barrage
* Cuddu barrage     * Sukkur barrage
xiii) Siachin Glacier In:
* China       * Bangladesh    * Nepal * ngistan
xiv) CNG means:
* Carbonized Neutral Gas     * Carbon Natural Gas
* Compressed natural Gas    * Carbon Nation
xv) This Is built on river indus: 
* Mangla Dam   * Warsak Dam
* HubDam         * Tarbella Dam

SECTION ‘B’
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 20)
(i) What is the major difference between Economic and commercial activities? 
(ii) Explain the role of secondary Activities in the growth of developed countries.
(iii) Comment. Farming Is not practiced in Polar region.
(iv) Write a note on highly populated region of the worid.
(v) Why are irrigated deserts important to produce good, quality of cotton?
(vi) Write basic function of a fertilizer.
(vii) Why is commerce developed between various regions or countries?
(viii) ‘Cheap labour is one of the major factors for tea plantation. Comment.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 16)
(i) ‘Coastal areas record lower temperature in summer. and higher in winter as compared to inner
areas. Comment.
(ii) List any four soils and their areas found in the Indus plain.
(iii) Comment. ‘There is a great potential for the production of hydroelectric power in the north 
of Pakistan.‘
(iv) ‘CNG has opened new opportunities of employment in Pakistan Comment.
(v) Write the names of any four (western) right bank tributaries of river Indus.
(vi) Discuss 'Road transport is more effective than Railways in Pakistan.‘
(vii) What is a dry port? Name any four dry ports of Pakistan.

SECTION 'C‘
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. (Marks : 16)
(i) Describe the Geo-economical conditions for the cultivation of  wheat in temperate Grasslands.
List four main importers of wheat from this region.
(ii) Discuss the role of the Middle East in the production of natural oil and name four major oil 
exporting countries of this region.
(iii) What is meant by population transition? With the help of a diagram, state the different stages
of population growth.
(iv) Give an account of the distribution of Iron and Steel industry in China and U.S.A. Locate the
major reserves of these countries.
4. Answer any One part questions. (Marks: 08)



(i) Explain the horizontal and vertical growth of a crop and list the main Cotton-producing areas 
in Pakistan.
(ii) State the role of canals in the irrigation system of Pakistan and also explain the importance of
link canals.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2012
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Regular)                                            Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) The per sq.km population density of the world in 2010 AD. was:
* 95    * 75    * 52    * 25
ii) This India region is famous for tea plantation:
* Hyderabad Decan    * Assam
* Bengal                    * Maharashtra 
iii) The world leader in iron-ore production is:
* Canada     * Brazil     * U.S.A.    * China
iv) Commercial use of natural gas was first practiced in 1820 AD. in:
* Russia      * U.S.A.     * Germany   * Iran
v) This country produces 99.5% of its power requirements through hydro-electricity:
* Norway        * Sweden     * Canada    * Cuba
vi) Qadirabad Barrage is built on this river:
* Jehlum         * Chenab       * lndus   * Ravi
vii) Southern Punjab and Sindh are the Miajor areas of the cultivation of this crop:
* Rice        * Sugarcane         * Wheat             * Tobacco
viii) This pass connects Chitral and Peshawar:
* Lowari Pass      * Khyber Pass
* Tochi Pass        * Gomal Pass
ix) It is the coldest place in Pakistan:
* Murree     * Abbotabad         *Naran     * Skurdu
x) The climate 0. Pakistan is:
* Hot and dry          * Very hot
* Hot and humid     * Cool and dry
xi) Trade is an example of:
* Tertiary activity       * Primary activity
* Secondary activity   * Quadrennial activity
xii) The largest palm oil producing country in the world is:
* Malaysia      * Indonesia      * India *  Afghanistan
xiii) This region is leading the world in rice cultivation:
* North Africa         * Southern Europe
* Monsson Asia      * North America
xiv) it was discovered in 1492 AD. through Atlantic Ocean route:
* Antarctica         * Australia         * America    * North Pole
xv) Rubber is planted here:
* Polar region            * Mountainous region
* Equatorial region    * Temperate region

SECTION 'B'



(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)
2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 20)
(i) Explain the terms Renewable Natural Resources and Non-renewable Natural Resources.
(ii) Climate does not greatly influence industrial development. Comment.
(iii) Rubber is a plant of equatorial region. Comment.
(iv) Explain the role of transport network in the development of mining in any area.
(v) What is meant by E-Commerce? How does it operate?
(vi) The largest tea producers have no role in world tea trade. Comment.
(vii) Explain the importance of Electronic media in tl'f world. 
(viii) Describe three mg; types of chemical fertilizer.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 16)
(i) into how many climatic regions may Pakistan be divided?
(ii) Write the names of any four right bank tributaries of river lndus.
(iii) What is the importance of Monsoon rainfall for Pakistan?
(iv) Balochistan constitutes 43.696 of the total area of Pakistan. Explain the reasons of its low 
population.
(v) Write a note on the Nuclear Power Plants of Pakistan.
(vi) What is food Autarky? What is the present position of Pakistan in food autarky?
(vii) Describe the means of irrigation practised in Pakistan

SECTION'C'
(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks : 16)
(l) Give an account of the distribution of cotton textile industry in the World.
(ii) Discuss the factors that influence the development of fishing industry in any area.
(iii) China, Brazil and Australia together produce more than 55% of the world's iron-ore. Write a 
note on the distribution of iron-ore in these countries.
(iv) Write physical and economic factors necessary for the cultivation oi wheat In the world.
4. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal marks. - (Marks : 08)
(i) Give an account of the occupational structure of the people of
(ii) Name the Malngas fields of Pakistan and explain the use of naturals in different industries.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2011
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Private)                                              Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given optio:
i) In the world about one third of the total fish caught in:
* North East Asia               * South Asia 
* North western Europe     * North Eastern America
ii) Commercial grain farming is practice in grass land of:
* Frigid region            * Equatorial region 
*  Temperate region    * Tundra 
iii) More than 95 of the world production of this crop obtain from  Monsoon Asia:
* Sugar Can         * Rice   * Cotton  * Maze 



iv) This type of climate is required for sugar can cultivation :
* Dry desert like       * cool desert like
* Humid tropical      * Hot equatorial 
v) This country is the leading buyer of Tea in the world:
* USA         * Canada      * U.K        * France
Vi) In Asia, This country is the leader in Gold mining :
* China       * Japan        * Philippines     * Sri Lanka 
vii) About 80% of this power produced in Europe and North America:
* Atomic     * Hydro Electric     * Wind       * Thermal
viii) The biggest Reserved uranium in this country:
* Canada     * France        * Australia     * Germany
ix) The per sq.km population density of the world In 2010 A.D.: was:
* 95   * 75   * 12   * 25
x) Every year, Pakistan imports a large quantity of this oil from U.S.A.:
* Coconut   * Soya bean    * Cotton seed  * Palm
xi) Pakistan produces only this per cent of mineral oil of Its requirement:
* 30 * 40 * 45   * 24 
xii) This is the biggest railway line of the country:

* Karachi to Quetta        * Peshawar to Quetta
* Rohri to Chaman         * Karachi to Peshawar 
xiii) The second atomic power plant of Pakistan is situated at:
* Sukkur    * Swabi        * Chaghai     * Chashma
xiv) The average annual rainfall in Pakistan is:
* 20 Inches    * 25 inches    * 30 inches   * 35 Inches
xv) Warsak Dam is built on the river:
* Jehlum    * Indus   * Kabul    * Chenab

SECTION ‘B’
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 0 -
10 lines. (Marks: 20)
(i) Differentiate between Renewable natural resource and Non-renewable natural resource.
(ii) The construction and maintenance of roads and railways in the desert areas and equatorial 
regions is difficult. Discuss.
(iii) Climatic Influences are more marked on agriculture than Industry. Comment.
(iv) What is the most important by-product of cotton? Explain its Importance.
(v) ' China is the largest producing country of Iron-ore in the world, but, it is also a major 
importing country. Comment.
(vi) Highlight the major buyers of coal in the world market.
(vii) Why are accurate details about uranium not abailabie?
(viii) Why is rice not grown in the Tundra? Explain.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 15)
(i) The Salt range and the Potohar plateau are noted for non-metallic minerals. Explain.
(ii) Differentiate between Makran Coast and Sindh Coast.
(iii) Pakistan has great potential for the development of Solar power. Why is the generation of 



solar energy less developed in Pakistan?
(iv) Briefly explain the share of Primary commercial sector in the GDP. of Pakistan.
(v) Write a short note on Tobacco-growing areas of Pakistan.
(vi) Use of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) has opened new opportunities of employment in 
Pakistan. Comment.
(vii) What is food Autarky? What is the present position of Pakistan in food Autarky?

SECTION ‘C'
(DETAILED ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks)

4. Answer any Two cart questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: 16)
(i) What do you mean by growth rate of population? With the help of following data, describe its 
trends in different countries of the world.

(ii) What is rluman resource management? Indicate the important aspects to show the quality of 
Human resources.
(iii) Write in detail, the factors that determine the regional location of an Industry.
(iv) Give an assessment of E-Commerce development in different regions of the world.
4. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal) marks. (Marks : 08)
(i) What is the role of Canal irrigation system in agriculture in Pakistan? Write its merits and 
demerits.
(ii) Write a detailed note on hydroelectric power production in
Pakistan.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2010
Time: 20 minutes                                  (Regular Private)                                      Max. Marks: 15

SECTION 'A'
 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
i) The native country of natural rubber production is:
* Brazil      * Congo    * Indonesia    * India
ii) The total area of Pakistan is sq.km is:



* 369009    * 575096   * 796096   * 896096
iii) The biggest barrage of Pakistan is at:
* Kotri       * Guddu     * Sukkur     * Chashma
iv) Karez System of irrigation is practised in the province of:
* Sindh              * Punjab
* Baluchistan    * Khyber Pukhtoonkhwa
v) Climatically Jacobabad and Sibi are the:
* Oldest      * most humid
* hottest     * most moderate
vi) Which of the following is known as silver fibre?
*  jute        * cotton      * wool    * silk
vii) Trade is an example of:
* Tertiary activity        * Primary activity
* Secondary activity    * Quadrennial activity
viii) The basic diet of fish is:
* Grass           * Meat
* Plankton      * Mineral particles
ix) It is called the Manchester of Pakistan:
* Karachi       * Hyderabad     * Faisalabad    * Lahore
x) This country is the largest producer of rice in the world:
* Indonesia     * India     * China      * Pakistan
xi) This species of uranium is mostly being used in the world:
* U325       * U238     * U234     *U232
xii) The first railway line between karachi and Kotri was constructed in A.D.:
* 1861        * 1868      * 1870     * 1947
xiii) This seaport of Pakistan supplies raw material to Pakistan Steel Mills:
* Karachi     * Gwadar     * Bin Qasim     * Pasni
xiv) 90% of world population lives into the: 
* plains      * plateaus      * coastal areas    * mountains
xv) The main cause of summer rainfall in Pakistan is:
* Monsoon             * Westerlies
* Siberian winds    * Mediterranean winds

SECTION ‘B'
(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (36 Marks)

2. Answer any Five part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks : 20)
(i) Describe the international trade of rice.
(ii) Explain the importance of electronic media in the world.
(iii) What do you mean by the Truck Farming?
(iv) Why is anthracite called the best quality of coal?
(v) Discuss the economic importance of the mineral oil.
(vi) Write a note on Gold.
(vii) What do you mean by OPEC? Write down the names of the members of OPEC.
(viii) Discuss the Subsistence Farming.
3. Answer any Four part questions. All questions carry equal marks. No answer should exceed 8 -
10 lines. (Marks: 16) 



(i) Name the different climatic regions of Pakistan.
(ii) What are the factors responsible for the migration of rural  population to the urban areas of 
Pakistan?
(iii) Describe the Road Transport of Pakistan.
(iv) Differentiate between a Dam and a Barrage.
(v) What are the Rabi and Kharif crops of Pakistan?
(vi) What are the causes for the backwardness of agriculture of Pakistan? f'
(vii) Describe the role of soil In the agriculture of Pakistan.
(viii) Describe the means of irrigation practised in Pakistan.

SECTION ‘C’
(DETAILED ~ ANSWER QUESTIONS) (24 Marks) 1

4. Answer any Two part questions. All questions carry equal marks. (Marks: 16).
(i) What do you mean by Commercial activities? Explain its various types.
(ii) Give an account of the distribution of Iron and Steel Industry In the world. 
(iii) Explain the distribution of the world population according to the density of population. 
(iv) Write the physical and economic factors necessary for the cultivation of cotton in the world. 
5. Answer any One part questions. All questions carry equal  marks. (Marks : 08)
(i) Name the physical features of Pakistan and give the salient features of plain areas of Pakistan.
(ii) Write a detailed note on Railways of Pakistan.
(iii) Name the main gas fields of Pakistan and explain the use of gas in different industries.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2009
Time: 20 minutes                                   (Regular Private)                                       Max. Marks: 15
NOTE: Attempt Five questions in all including question No.1 which is compulsory.
Select Two questions from each of the Section ‘A‘ and ‘B‘. All questions carry equal marks.
1.a) Answer any Five of the following parts: (1 O)
(i) Name three most populous countries of the world.
(ii) Name three great mountains of the world. 
(iii) Name three leading gold-producing countries of the world.
(iv) Name three main rubber-exporting countries of the world.
(v) Name three different kinds of coal.
(vi) Name three main tobacco-growing districts of Pakistan.
(vii) Name three barrages built on the river lndus.
(viii) Name three natural gas-fields of Pakistan.
b) Choose the correct answer for each from the given optibns:
(I) The biggest salt mine Is in: 
* Sindh * Puniab ' N.W.F.P.
(II) Hydel power Is produced by:
* Atom     * Water     * Coal
(III) Nowadays this uranium Is mostly used for nuclear energy:
* U234   * U235  * U238 
(Iv) The largest wool-producing country In the world is:
* Australia      * Argentina    * Iran
(v) Karez irrigation system Is practised In the province of: 
* Sindh        * Baluchistan     * Punjab

SECTION "A”
2.a) Explain the different types of commercial activities with examples. (08)



b) How do the resources affect the choice of commercial activities of a region? (07)
8.a) What physical and economic factors are required for the cultivation of tea? (06)
b) Name the main tea-producing countries of the world. (05)
c) Name the main tea-exporting and Importing countries of the world. . (04)
4.a) What geographical factors are required for the localization of cotton textile industry? (08)
b) Give an estimate of the development of cotton textile industry In Asia and Europe. (07)
8. Write short notes on any Three of the following: (15)
l) Importance of Information Technology
Ii) Fishing Grounds of North-West Europe
iii) Coal Resources of Asia
Iv) Shifting Cultivation
v) International Migration of Population

SECTION "B"
a) Describe the physical features of Pakistan. (08)
b) Give a short account of the Climatic Regions of Pakistan. (07)
7.a) Describe the geographical conditions necessary for the cultivation of sugarcane. (08)
h) Name the major sugarcane-producing areas of Pakistan. (07)
8.1) Discuss the density of population In different areas of Pakistan.
b) What are the factors responsible for the uneven distribution of population In Pakistan? (07)
8. Write short notes on any Three of the following: (15)
i) Importance of Railways in the Economic Development of Pakistan
ii) Causes of Shortage of Electricity in Pakistan
iii) Mangla Dam
iv) Energy Resources In Pakistan.
v) Agricultural Problems of Pakistan

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY                             2014
Time: 20 minutes                                          (Private)                                              Max. Marks: 15
NOTE: Attempt Five questions in all including questibn No.1 which is compulsory. Select Two 
questions from each of the Section 'A' and 'B'. All questions carry equal marks.
1.a) Answer any Five of the following parts: (10)
(i) Name any three types of farming.
(ii) Name three populous countries of Asia.
(iii) Name three different kinds of coal
(iv) Name two sea canals of the world.
(v) Name three barrages built on the river Indus.
(vi) Name any two artificial forests of Pakistan.
(vii) Name any three seaports of Pakistan
(viii) Name three well known gas fields of Pakistan
b) Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:
(i) It is called the silver fibre:
* Jute    * Cotton   * Wool
(ii) Warsak Dam is built on the river:
* Indus  * Kabul   * Jhelum
(iii) Thermal power is produced by:
* Wind   * Water   * Coal
(iv) Commercial Geography is a branch of:



* Human Geography    * Physical Geography
* Economic Geography
(v) The winter rainfall in Pakistan is due to:
* Mediterranean wind    * Mansoon    *Westerlies

SECTION "A"
2.a) What is meant by commercial activities? Elucidate.
b) Describe the different types of commercial activities with examples.
3.a) What physical and economic factors are required for the cultivation of Rice?
b) Describe main rice-producing countries of the world.
c) Name the. main exporting and importing countries of Rice in the world.
4.3) What geographical factors are required for the localization of Iron and Steel Industry?
b) Give an account of the development of Iron and Steel Industry in Asia and Europe.
5. Write short notes on any Three of the following:
i) Tea Production in South Asia
ii) International Migration of Population
iii) Coal Reserves in Asia
iv) Fishing Grounds of North-West Europe
v) Panama Canal

SECTION "B"
6.a) Write down the importance of irrigation in Pakistan.
b) Describe the different modes of irrigation in Pakistan.
c) What are the present problems of canal irrigation in Pakistan?
7.a) Explain geographical conditions necessary for the cultivation of Wheat.
b) Name the major wheat-producing areas of Pakistan.
8.a) Describe the importance of the means of transport in Pakistan.
b) Describe the main highways of Pakistan.
9. Write short notes on any Three of the following:
i) Importance of Railways in Pakistan
ii) Mineral Oil Reserves of Pakistan.
iii) Population Density in Pakistan.
iv) Mangla Dam
v) Energy Resources in Pakistan.


